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RCA® Hi-Fi stereo VCRs and home/car video player.
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NEW 4 -head Hi-Fi stereo VCR with VCR Plus+ Gold'" & deluxe remote
RCA VR708HF. VCR Plus+ Gold with end -time adjustment lets you record a program by entering a VCR PlusCode
found in most TV listings. Plus, you won't miss a minute if your program runs long. Multibrand DIRECTV/cable box
control -VCR Plus+ Gold controls cable box or satellite receiver during unattended timer recordings. Universal backlit
remote controls main functions of virtually every brand of TV, DIRECTV System and cable box. Commercial Advance'
skips past most commercials on playback. Movie Advance' fast -forwards to beginning of a prerecorded movie.
ShowSaver- memory protection -retains timer programs if power goes out. Index search, real-time counter and Auto
Clock Set*. Auto head cleaning, front/rear audio/video inputs. Easy on -screen setup menus
16-3216 129.99
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NEW 4 -head Hi-Fi stereo, VCR Plus+ Silver and backlit front panel
RCA VR706HF. VCR Plus+ Silver recording with end -time adjustment lets you record both local and cable programs
by entering a VCR PlusCode found in most TV listings. Universal remote controls main functions of virtually every
brand of TV. Commercial Advance skips past most commercials on playback. Movie Advance fast -forwards to the
beginning of a prerecorded movie. Index search finds a recording on a tape full of recordings. Auto Clock Set* sets
time for you. Real-time tape counter shows elapsed play/record time. Child -resistant recording. Front and rear AN
inputs. On -screen setup menus. Standard -width chassis. RSSP 16-3215 119.99
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NEW 4 -head Hi-Fi stereo VCR with VCR Plus+ Silver recording
RCA VR661HF. VCR Plus+ Silver programming with end -time adjustment for easy recording of both local and cable
channels. Universal remote controls main functions of almost every TV brand. Commercial Advance and Movie
Advance let you skip to the good stuff. Index search helps you quickly find a specific recording on a tape. 1 -year/
8 -event programmable timer, 181 -channel tuner. Auto Clock Set* and real-time counter. Front/rear AN inputs. Child -
resistant recording. Energy Saver turns VCR off when not in use. On -screen setup menus. RSSP 16-3214...... 99.99
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AC/DC videocassette player for home, office or vehicle
Includes AC and car DC power cords. Compact size and front -loading design make it ideal for vans, RVs, or campers.
Digital auto tracking aligns the playback heads to a particular recorded track for a great picture. Visual search lets you
play tape at a faster speed. Auto -repeat rewinds and replays a tape -ideal for waiting rooms and sales presentations.
Freeze-frame, auto play -speed selection, auto rewind. Includes remote. RSSP 16-3200 129.99

The Picture of
Performance
Our new RCA VCRs deliver brilliant video and

fabulous sound. With features like simplified

programming, multi -brand remote, power

failure protection and child -resistant operation,

it's never been easier to make a great recording.

Automatic dock setting. Lets you set VCR to
automatically update its clock from EDS (Extended
Data Service) signals sent by some TV stations.

Commercial Advance. Detects and skips over
most recorded commercials during playback.

End -time adjustment. Easily modify the end
of a record time, so if a program runs long,
you won't miss a minute.

Front and rear audio/video input jacks.
Connect audio/video devices, like a camcorder,
to VCR without disconnecting other devices.

Index Search. Simplifies finding the start of
recorded programs by placing an electronic
marker at the start of each new recording. Select
an index number and the VCR finds it and plays.

Movie Advance. Go directly to the start of
a movie on a purchased or rented tape.

Multibrand MEM, System/cable box
control. Allows multichannel, multiprogram
timer recording by automatically selecting your
satellite receiver (up to channel 999) or cable box,
at the time of recording. Works with most brands.

On -screen setup menus. Menus allow you
to easily set up time and date, channel lists and
personal preferences for automatic features.

Real-time counter. Displays the actual length
of time a tape plays or records. Makes locating
recorded segments easier.

Universal/multibrand remote control.
Controls your VCR, as well as many brands
of TVs, cable boxes and satellite systems.

VCR Plus+ Silver. Lets you automatically record
programs using the PlusCode programming
numbers published in most television program
schedules. Simply input your zip code once, and
it recognizes all cable and local channels in your
area for proper channel selection at record time.

VCR Plus+ Gold. Has all the features of VCR
Plus+ Silver, plus it automatically selects proper
channels for DIRECTV satellite recordings, too.

*Auto Clock Set may not be available in all areas. See store for details.
Commercial Advance and Movie Advance are registered trademarks
of SRT, Inc. VCR Plus+ Silver and VCR Plus+ Gold are trademarks
of Gemstar Development Corp.
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